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Minutes of The Littlehampton Academy (TLA) Council meeting, held on Thursday 18th October 2018 @ 5pm, at 
TLA. 

PRESENT: 
TLA Councillors:   Christopher Honeyman Brown (CHB) - Chair 
 Vicki Race (VR) - Vice Chair 
 Becca Jupp (BJ) 
 Rachel Folley (RF) 
 Henry Powell (HP) 
 Panagiotis Perysinakis (PP) 
 Kevin Stone (KS) 
 Kelly Prior (KP) 
 Mark Kinsella (MK) 
 Carlie Wayne (CW) 
In Attendance: Morgan Thomas (MT) – Principal 
 Bianca Greenhalgh – Vice Principal 
 Duncan Jack (DJ) – until 6pm 
 Kaarina Dougherty (KD) – until 6pm 
 Lee Hardwick (LH) – until 6pm 
Minutes by: Sarah Morgan (SM) – Clerk to the Council 
Apologies: Amanda Brooks (AB) 
 Emma Barrett-Peel (EBP) 
 Sally Pelham (SP) – WAT Link Trustee 
 Katie Ridgway (KR) – Acting Vice Principal 

                                                                 

No. AGENDA ITEM ACTION 

1 Woodard Prayer  
BJ led the meeting in a short prayer.  
 

 

2 Safeguarding Update 
Duncan Jack and Kaarina Dougherty were welcomed to the meeting to present a safeguarding 
update to Councillors. Copies of ‘Child Protection & Safeguarding Handbook 2018/19’ had been 
circulated to all before the meeting. Copies of the slide presentation which they made to the 
Council were tabled (attached). DJ and KD highlighted that MASH referrals had doubled and 
they spoke about Social Services and how the support they offered had reduced. However, two 
full-time MASH Educational Advisers were soon due to start in the area. DJ also mentioned that 
TLA would be moving to CPOMS, an online safeguarding reporting system. This would enable 
staff to build a clearer picture of vulnerable students as everything related to each student 
would be recorded on one database. 
 
Q – How were staff coping with the increased workload?  
A – Late nights. They were working hard to get the right outcomes for the vulnerable students 
 
Q – What was the biggest safeguarding factor? 
A - Neglect 
 

 

3 Welcome / Opening Remarks  

 CHB welcomed everyone to the meeting, particularly Carlie Wayne, the new elected 
Support Staff Councillor 
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 Paul Kennedy and Maria Roberts had carried out their first inspection/review and their 
report had been circulated to Councillors. CHB found the report interesting and this 
would be a useful cross check to the AIP when finalised. Four more visits were planned 
this academic year 

 CHB had received a draft report from the recent NGA Council evaluation and workshop 
and he would circulate this. The over-riding tone of the report was complimentary 
although there were a couple of recommendations where the Council could adopt 
improved practices 

 At CHB’s request, MT had carried out a review of safeguarding reporting procedures. He 
had reported to CHB and his report included some recommendations for senior staff 

 CHB continued the search to secure three additional Councillors although WAT had made 
it clear that they would need to have a full skills audit and an explanation for each new 
applicant candidate as to why they fitted the Council’s needs for skills and experience. 
This would inevitably slow down the acquisition of new Councillors 

 SM had produced a Skills Audit template and most had already completed this. CHB 
asked those who hadn’t, to please complete this ASAP 

 

 
 
 
 
CHB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALL 

4 Apologies for Absence 
Apologies had been received from AB, EBP, SP and KR.  
 

 
 
 

5 Declaration of Interests 
There were no additional conflicts of interest declared by those present. 
 

 
 
 

6 Approval of Minutes of Last Meetings, Matters Arising & Action Points 
The minutes of the meetings held on 27th June (including confidential minutes) and 20th 
September 2018 were approved and signed. All action points from June had been addressed. 
Regarding the action points from the Business Meeting in September: 
 

 MT to bring AIP to next meeting – Carry forward (agenda item) 

 Committee Chairs to meet – Carry forward 

 CHB to contact County re. possible new Councillors – CHB had made contact with County 
and there were no retired Secondary Headteachers but they were now aware of the need 
for more TLA Councillors  

 VR to pass on details of potential Councillor to CHB – This person was previously a 
Councillor; he had significant experience, and CHB had contacted WAT whose response 
was in line with the comments above. CHB will continue to pursue this possibility when 
the skills audit was available 

 Councillors to pass on comments about Strategic Plan to CHB – CHB and MT were due 
to meet to discuss this further and Councillors were requested to let CHB have any 
thoughts about what the strategic plan should contain 

 
All other action points had been addressed.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
MT/SM 
HP/MK/
VR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALL 

7 Academy Improvement Plan 
MT reported that strategic element of the AIP had been completed but the operational side was 
still a work in progress. He would present this to Councillors at the next meeting. 
 
Interviews 
Interviews for the second Vice Principal role would be held on 29th and 30th October. Nine 
applications had been received, including one from Katie Ridgway, Acting Vice Principal and short 
listing had reduced the total applications to four. The interviews would be a two-day process with 
two candidates progressing to day two. A Councillor would be invited to attend the second day. 
Subsequent to the meeting MK had confirmed that he would be available to attend and MT and 
WAT had been informed. 
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8 Update on results analysis and resultant actions 
MT informed Councillors that the GCSE results were now live on the Government statistics 
website and MT had printed a copy of TLA’s results compared to two local competitors (tabled). 
TLA did have the lowest Progress 8 score (-0.55) but there were reasons for this, which could be 
explained. The target for this year was -0.25 then zero the following year.  
 
A second table compared confidential provisional results for schools in West Sussex and this 
showed TLA had increased their GCSE results by 5% whereas most others in the County had 
decreased. HP congratulated MT and his team and commented that TLA were in the top five fast 
improvers in the County. 
 

 

9 Behaviour and Attendance Report 
This item was dealt with after agenda item 5.  
 
Attendance 
DJ tabled two documents; End of Year Attendance Figures 2017-2018 and Weekly Attendance 
Figures for the previous week. The figures were broken down to show different year groups and 
other groups (SEND, PP etc).  
 
The current overall attendance figure was 95.09%, a slight drop from this time last year. An 
attendance plan for this year had been produced and an assembly given to students on the 
importance of attending school. Two Family Liaison Officers were in place and they dealt with 
day-to-day absentees, follow ups and liaisons with outside agencies.  
 
It was noticed that the 6th Form had the lowest attendance but MT explained that it was difficult 
to accurately record this as some students were not present for registration but did attend 
lessons. The team were still deciding how best to record 6th Form attendance. It was noted 
however, that Ofsted were only interested in attendance for Years 7 – 11. CHB therefore 
requested that Years 7 – 11 be measured separately from the 6th Form. VR added that it would 
be useful to see a report on the actual lessons attended by 6th Form students.  
 
Exclusions 
The number of permanent exclusions rose last year and CHB asked whether the level was out of 
the ordinary? He also questioned whether the school was taking too long to come to the decision 
to exclude? Lee Hardwick confirmed that the number of permanent exclusions was currently 
above national average. He felt that perhaps sometimes, it had been left too long but that was 
because the school wanted to do the best for the individuals. There was evidence to show every 
level of support offered and they must be seen to be following the process thoroughly. There 
were some students where permanent exclusions were inevitable or highly probable. There was 
some debate about whether too many resources were expended on these students but the 
general mood of the meeting was  that the school must do all it could to support them.  
 
MT stated that he had issued two final warnings that morning but every case was different. He 
had to be able to demonstrate that every support had been put in place. He noted that other 
schools used permanent exclusions to improve their results but that was not an approach that 
he would entertain at TLA. 
 
Q – Were there stories of ‘near misses’? 
A – There were, such as students attending the Year 11 Prom and staff being pleased to see them 
there as it had looked very likely that they wouldn’t make it to that point 
 
DJ, KD and LH were thanked for presenting their reports and they left the meeting at this point 
(6pm). The meeting then resumed from item 6. 
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10 Quality of Teaching Update 
BG spoke about the figures for the quality of teaching and she informed Councillors that the term 
‘good to outstanding’ had been replaced by ‘making or exceeding professional standards’. Last 
year’s figures had not included long term supply teachers (those present for half a term or more). 
There had been 14 of these but five had left TLA by the summer. A further three were no longer 
with TLA in September.  
 
Long term supply teachers now received TEEP training and performance appraisals and the 
current figure for teachers making or exceeding professional standards was 81%. Eight teachers 
were currently rated at level three. CHB asked for data to be added; a column showing leavers 
(at the end of July) and a column showing joiners (in September) so the overall impact of staff 
movements could be monitored. He also requested reports every half-term (agenda item). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BG/SM 

11 Support Staff Restructure Feedback 
A confidential minute was taken for this item. 
 

 

12 External Governance Review 
This item had been covered under agenda item 3.   
 

 

13 Finance & General Purposes Committee Highlights 
Copies of the F & GP Committee meeting minutes from 1st October had been previously 
distributed along with an annual business schedule. This had been produced by MK to ensure a 
focus on governance issues evenly through the year. MK reported that the £700k anticipated 
budgeted deficit for this year had now reduced to £83k.  The Committee had discussed various 
issues to be raised at full Council: 
 

 Health & Safety – AB was addressing this with Marc Eames, new Business Manager 

 Risk Register – an ongoing task, but work was suspended pending receipt from WAT of a 
Risk Management Template 

 Payroll – WAT had decided to manage this ‘in house’ and a project was underway to 
effect the transfer later in the year. Councillors had  raised serious concerns about this 
project as there was much that could go wrong with the likely impact that staff pay may 
not be properly calculated 

 Budget – MT had still not been given his budget by WAT and this was unacceptable. MT 
could not run the Academy without a budget and the Council could not hold the 
Executive to account if there were no budget 

 
HP raised concerns that ME was currently the only member of staff with financial knowledge. ME 
was working with Victoria Creed, WAT Finance Director and MT wished to clarify what her actual 
role was. CHB noted, for instance, that VC wanted to look at the budget setting process but this 
was already set out in the Academy Council handbook.  
 

 

14 Standards & Safeguarding Committee Highlights 
Copies of the S & S Committee meeting minutes from 8th October had been previously 
distributed and VR noted that they had set a schedule for the year so that items were aligned 
with data drops, WAT visits etc.  
  

 
 
 
 

15 Community & Marketing Committee Highlights 
Copies of the C & M Committee meeting minutes from 24th September had been previously 
distributed and HP noted how useful it was to have MT in attendance. Matt Sealby and Paul 
Sanderson had presented reports on marketing for Years 7 and 12. Challenging targets had 
been set; 270 for Year 7 next year and 100 for Year 12 (with 60 retained in Year 13).  
 
CHB suggested that MS present to Council at the next meeting, a report on how he intended to 
strengthen Year 12 numbers. This would help Councillors with their discussions on the viability 

 
 
 
 
 
 
MS/SM 
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of the 6th Form. There was still a legacy issue and MT stated that the biggest issue was students 
not qualifying for the 6th Form as their GCSE grades were not good enough. A longer term 
solution was needed. A promotional 6th Form Evening had been held the previous night and 
more had attended than last year and there was a good atmosphere. VR suggested inviting 
back those students who had just left for University, those who were known, to talk to current 
students. 
 
HP highlighted the following additional areas: 
 

 WAT were carrying out a website review and a £40k budget had been set for new 
websites across all WAT Academies 

 There was a concern for work experience this year as Judy Nanson was no longer at TLA 
and she had organised most of this previously. MT confirmed that Angie Gresty was 
heading this up and he may consider employing a temp to support her. Noted that the 
Year 10 Leader had resigned and a replacement was starting after half-term 

 Finally, CHB noted that MT was looking to appoint a member of staff to focus on 
community and marketing 
 

16 Policies to Ratify 
Councillors had been sent an Offsite Activities Policy for ratification (already approved at S & S). 
The policy was duly ratified but PP stressed that staff must check seatbelts. 
 

 

17 Committee updated Council Objectives for 2018/2019 
The objectives had been reviewed at all three committee meetings and C & M and F & GP had 
approved of their related objectives. S & S had made several suggested alterations and copies 
had been circulated. CHB asked for these to be considered alongside the AIP at the next 
meeting. 
 

 
 

18 Any Other Business 
 

 KS asked when the agreed pay increases would take effect and MT confirmed it would 
be October, backdated to September 

 CHB and VR had met before the meeting to consider pay progressions 

 CHB and MT were due to meet with the Chair and Principal at SRWA, to work together 
on addressing drugs in the community 

 CHB had been sent a summary of key points, impacting on Academies, from the last 
WAT Board Meeting and he would circulate this 

 Depending on the outcome of the Vice Principal interviews, one or two Assistant 
Principal appointments would need to be made as Lee Hardwick had recently resigned 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
CHB 

19 Date of Next Meeting 
The Council would meet again on Monday 26th November 2018 @ 5pm.  
 

 
 

20 Meeting End Time 
The meeting closed at 7.47pm. 
 

 

21 Summary of Action Points 
 

 3 – CHB to circulate NGA report (done since meeting) 

 3 – Councillors to complete Skills Audit 

 6 - MT to bring AIP to next meeting  

 6 - Committee Chairs to meet 
 

 6 - Councillors to pass on comments about Strategic Plan to CHB  

 
 
CHB 
ALL 
MT 
HP/MK/
VR 
ALL 
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 10 – BG to add leavers/joiners columns to Quality of Teaching Report and to report at 
every meeting 

 15 – SM to invite MS to next Council meeting, to report on Year 12 marketing 

 18 – CHB to circulate WAT Board Meeting Summary (done since meeting) 
 

BG/SM 
 
SM/MS 
CHB 
 

 
SM 261018 
 
 
 
Approved by: __________________________________ Date: ___________________ 

 

 

 


